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Inflation – Watch Small Businesses
• With fears mounting that inflation will eventually give way to a recession, companies are tightening their belts, and 

how far small businesses go might be an early signal of whether a recession will hit, and if it does, how bad it will 
be.

• There’s a reason small businesses are often called the backbone of the economy - Small businesses are able to 
meet local demands and local idiosyncrasies in the markets that the larger companies just can’t meet.”

• Despite their more limited resources, small businesses can be more flexible and responsive to shifts in markets and 
in demand than their larger counterparts. 

• [Small businesses] see if there's an aspect of the demand that's not being met by the incumbent firms. They can be 
quick to market, quick to offer, and quick to fill that niche.

• Local businesses were able to fill that niche over the past two years, emerging from the pandemic as clear winners.
• The first month or two were a little bit shaky during the early days of the pandemic, but the lull didn’t last long. 
• After that, once people started working from home, business doubled if not tripled says a recent interviewee.
• [Small businesses] know that when inflationary pressures ease, they immediately have to hire up, and that's what's 

going on. There's the sense of pragmatism to lower costs right now. But on the other hand, there's a sense of 
optimism that consumer spend is still high.

• As long as that consumer demand remains high, and it is right now, even the small businesses that are laying 
workers off now know that at some point they're going to have to hire to meet that demand.

• Many, including Goldman Sachs analysts and Harvard economist Jason Furman, have touted high consumer 
spending as a signal that even if a recession does hit, it will likely be mild. And small businesses are watching 
customers continue to buy even as prices rise. 

• The thing that is incredible about small businesses? You ask any of them about next year, they all say they still want 
to hire,” Goldman Sachs said.

• Guarded optimism about the future is shared by many small business owners who have benefited from strong 
consumer demand, which has been steadily rising since the pandemic’s early days. Strong spending has continued 
despite the gradual rise of inflation since last year says the US Chamber of Commerce.
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IRS Raises Mileage Rates as Gas Prices Increase
In response to the rising cost of gas, the IRS announced that it will increase the optional standard mileage rates for the 
deductible costs of business travel by 4 cents, to 62.5 cents per mile. The change will become effective July 1.

Food prices are going up, up, up. Inflation is tough, tough, tough.
• The Bureau of Labor Statistics on Friday reported that food-at-home prices rose 11.9 percent over the last 12 months, 

the largest increase since April 1979.
• Categories experiencing the largest price hikes were typically meal staples.
• Among categories seeing notably high inflation in May were eggs, up 32% year over year; butter and margarine, 20%; 

chicken, 17%; citrus fruits, 16%; milk, 16%; coffee, 15%; ground beef, 14%; baby food, 13%; and rice, pasta and 
cornmeal, 13%. Food-away-from-home prices rose 7.4%.

• Rising food, energy and shelter prices caused U.S. inflation to surge to a new four-decade high in May, heightening 
concerns over the impact on consumer spending. The nationwide average price for a gallon of gas last week topped 
$5 for the first time ever, according to AAA.

• The inflationary pressures on food and fuel are being blamed on Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, which many fear will be 
a long-term conflict. China’s zero-COVID policy is also believed to have delayed the global supply chain’s recovery.

• Moody’s senior economist Ryan Sweet told the New York Post that surging prices for food and fuel are costing 
American households an extra $460 per month based on his analysis of the inflation figures.

• Kraft Heinz, Tyson and Campbell Soup as well as fast-food chains all recently warned they would raise prices, often on 
top of recent pricing actions, due to skyrocketing costs for labor, packaging, ingredients and transportation, according 
to The Wall Street Journal.

• The Journal wrote, “At grocery stores, discussions with vendors about price increases are increasingly tense, industry 
executives said as retailers fear they will lose shoppers from sticker shock.”

• Asked what they were doing to combat food inflation, the top response from consumers was taking fewer trips to the 
grocery store, cited by 52%; followed by shopping generic brands, 45%; entertaining at home instead of going out, 
40%; and buying in bulk, 33%.
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World’s largest vertical farm is being built in the UK and it’s the size of 96 tennis courts
• The world’s largest vertical farm is being built to help end the UK’s reliance on imported foods.
• British retailers already get almost a third of their fresh basil from the team at Jones Food Company (JFC). It is grown, 

alongside other leafy greens, at Europe’s largest vertical farm in Lincolnshire, England.
• But now they are experimenting with growing soft fruits, flowers, vegetables and even vines on a commercial scale. A 

state-of-the-art innovation centre has just opened near the city of Bristol where researchers are working to make 
these ideas a reality in the next 10 years.

• “We already know we can grow products other than leafy greens, from mushrooms to blackberries to tulips, but our 
task through this new facility is to push the speed of growth to work on a commercial scale,” says Glynn Stephens, 
head of growing at JFC.

• The company wants to eliminate the need to import these products. In 2020, nearly half of all food consumed in the 
UK was brought in from overseas, according to the government.

• And a recent report from real estate services company Savills found that 69 per cent of these imports come from 
countries with lower environmental scores than the UK such as South Africa and Turkey. For fruits, vegetables and 
cereals that proportion increases to 77 per cent.

• The multi-million-pound facility will have more than 13,500 square metres of growing space - the equivalent of 96 
tennis courts stacked on top of each other. It is set to open in                                                             
autumn this year.

• JFC says vertical farms use less fertiliser than outdoor operations                                                          
as it is recycled through the farm’s water system if the plants                                                              
don’t absorb it. There’s also no risk of fertilizers running off of                                                          
fields and polluting water sources.

• The company adds that this innovative food growing setup can                                                                 
be powered with 100 per cent green energy, uses 95 per cent                                                                  
less water and reduces the air miles attached to our food.
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SPAR Netherlands’ goal is to double retail network within three years
Coinciding with the 90th anniversary of SPAR, John van der Ent, CEO SPAR Netherlands, announced the company's 
expansion plans. The retailer's vision is to double their retail network to 1,000 within three years, from the current 
level of 455. 
Inflationary pressures strain relationships between retailers and suppliers
Inflation has weakened the relationships between the UK’s designated retailers and their suppliers, the Groceries Code 
Adjudicator’s (GCA’s) 2022 sector survey revealed. The results, from the survey run by YouGov, suggest that following 
two years of pandemic where retailers and suppliers worked closely together and improved their relationships, the 
pressure from rising prices has strained relationships, and Code-related issues between the two have also risen. In 
response to these difficult conditions, retailer performance is mixed. Aldi returns to the top of the leader board with a 
score of 98% and in total five retailers either improved or maintained their score despite sector challenges.

Walmart struggles to solve consumer needs in China
The Wall Street Journal reported: "Walmart has grown in China, but slower than competitors. Its giant hypermarkets, 
which it originally hoped would enable it to become a retail leader in China, have struggled for years to keep pace with 
Chinese retailers, known for their array of local products and more recently for fast home deliveries.“

Amazon prepares for drone delivery launch
• After almost a decade of development, Amazon is ready to move beyond the pilot stage in Prime Air drone 

deliveries.
• Later this year, Amazon customers in Lockeford, Calif., will be among the first to receive Prime Air drone deliveries 

in the U.S. Drone deliveries will be fulfilled in less than one hour from the time a digital order is placed.
• Once onboarded, customers in Lockeford will see Prime Air-eligible items on Amazon. They will place an order as 

they normally would and receive an estimated arrival time with a status tracker for their order. For these 
deliveries, the drone will fly to the designated delivery location, descend to the customer’s backyard, and hover at 
a safe height. It will then safely release the package and rise back up to altitude.
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Walmart makes push for U.K. sellers on its U.S. marketplace
• Walmart continues expanding its global drive to attract international sellers for its third-party online U.S. 

marketplace.
• The discount giant is now inviting select U.K sellers to apply to join Walmart Marketplace. Sellers approved to join 

the hosted e-commerce platform will be offered the services of a dedicated onboarding team, as well as access to 
tools and services designed to enable rapid scaling across the Atlantic, including the opportunity to get goods to U.S. 
consumers within two days.

• The discount giant, which began inviting select Indian sellers to apply to join Walmart Marketplace in January 2022, 
is seeking to bring 40,000 new sellers onto the Marketplace platform this year. Walmart also plans to expand its 
Marketplace assortment to offer over 200 million items, from its current selection of nearly 170 million products.

• Specific tools available to U.K. sellers will include Walmart Fulfilment Services, which lets sellers offer two-day 
delivery to most of the U.S.; with Walmart handling warehousing and delivery, as well as returns. U.K. sellers will 
also have access to access marketplace platform tools designed to help them peed up processes, identify growth 
opportunities, and manage promotions and feedback.

Gas Prices Around the World
Historically high gas prices in the United States have led to consumer                                                       
complaints, political consternation and even some changes in tax                                                             
policy, but a look at prices paid in countries around the world                                                              
reveals that things could be worse. Gas prices in the United States                                                          
are in the bottom half of a global measure, and the lowest for                                                               
economically advanced countries. The average price of a gallon of                                                            
regular gasoline is $4.92 as of June 7, according to AAA, compared                                                           
to $3.05 a year ago According to data from GlobalPetrolPrices.com,                                                           
an energy data tracking company, gas prices in the U.S. ranked 70th                                                          
among the 170 counties tracked.

Australia $5.45 Italy $7.78 
Brazil $5.78 Japan $4.85 
Canada $6.49 Kuwait $1.30 
China $5.50 Mexico $4.55 
Denmark $10.02 Netherlands $9.20 
France $8.06 Norway $10.70 
Finland $9.64 Poland $6.52 
Germany $8.80 Russia $3.03 
India $5.09 Saudi Arabia $2.35 
Ireland $7.91 UK $8.17 
Israel $8.24 US $4.79 

May 30th - $US/gallon
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Major Brands Closing Stores In 2022
• Kohls - If you have tried to make your way to any Kohl’s store recently, you may have noticed that the doors stayed 

firmly shut. That’s because they have been closed indefinitely due to the coronavirus pandemic, and it’s not known 
whether some of them will even be able to open their doors again. Their sales were down around 40% in the first 
quarter of 2021, and it seems as though things won’t be getting better anytime soon.

• McDonald’s - In June 2021, McDonald’s announced they’d be closing 200 “low volume” locations across the country, 
with locations in cities and public spaces like malls suffering most. With the pandemic, the fast-food giant has 
struggled with costs of implementing health and sanitation features to combat contact concerns.

• Office Depot - In recent years, this company has closed around 55 stores across the United States, and they plan to 
close another 90 stores by the time 2022 comes around. Apparently, this is because Office Depot wants to focus more 
on business-to-business services, rather than focusing on regular ol’ people who love staplers.

• Macy’s - Many malls across the country are failing to bring in the footfall, and they have seen this impact on their 
own sales. By the end they are going to close 125 stores, with more to follow.

• JC Penney - They filed for bankruptcy earlier this year, and JCPenney have now confirmed that they closed 192 stores 
in 2021, and then another 50 in 2022.

• Walmart - Who knew the day would come that forces Walmart to shut its doors, but it’s finally happening.
• Five Guys - As takeout has increasingly depleted traffic among fast food chains, Five Guys has also had to succumb to 

the delivery upheaval, losing out on money to DoorDash, Uber Eats, and others.
• Hooters - Millennials just aren’t as interested in their sort of marketing, and due to huge drops in sales, they’ve been 

forced to close dozens of locations.
• CVS - After closing down numerous locations in 2019, CVS is carrying on with this trend and closing around 22 

locations in 2022.
• Bath & Body Works - With less traffic in their physical stores, they have planned to close around 50 of them by the 

end of 2022. 
• Whole Foods - Amazon Will Close Six Whole Foods Stores in Four States
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Within the store: Moving away from the traditional distribution center
• Retailers are using their existing assets to build operations that better serve the omnichannel customer. Major players 

such as Target, Walmart, and Best Buy are using their less productive and excess store space as a competitive 
advantage to fulfill e-commerce orders from stores. Using stores as fulfillment centers allows retailers to ship from 
locations closer to customers, which in turn drives down delivery times and cost.

• To unleash the power of “within the store,” retailers must set their “North Star” aspiration for customer promise and 
determine how much capacity is needed to realize it. For example, do they want to promise two-day shipping to all 
customers based on minimum spend like Walmart, or same-day shipping for many products at minimal additional 
charge as Best Buy does? Based on this aspiration, retailers must define how much capacity is needed across stores 
for order fulfillment and which stores are in the right geographical location to handle the demand.

• Once this foundation has been laid, retailers can begin to design their building blocks: the right physical model, the 
right inventory, and the right operations.

• The right physical model - There is a wide spectrum of operating models that retailers can choose from to build 
fulfillment capability in store. Options include the small and manual, where retailers repurpose back-of-house or 
dedicated office space to transform it into a packing and shipping room with lean operations. This model often 
prevails for retailers with high productivity per square foot (luxury retailers, for example) that don’t want to sacrifice 
selling space but do want to deliver on a more rapid delivery promise than a centralized DC would allow. At the other 
end of the spectrum are retailers that are building mini-DCs within their stores by walling off and remodeling large 
portions of the store, installing shelving for inventory, and building automation for picking and packing. 

• The right inventory - Depending on how ambitious the retailer is, forward-deployed inventory can and should solve 
for several factors in product assortment—namely, the breadth, depth, velocity, and “combinability” of that 
assortment. Each factor’s influence on in-store fulfillment greatly depends on the selected operating model. 

• The right operations - Bringing modernized fulfillment operations to life—whether big or small—requires the 
willingness to invest in new equipment or technology, to redesign physical spaces, to overhaul operating procedures, 
and to create new in-store roles. Retailers can begin by putting the right labor and labor model in place. Smaller 
operations will often share labor with the existing store teams and add more employees in high seasons. 
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Challenges to growing UK intermodal
• Maritime Transport has grown from a road-based logistics operation to be one of the biggest intermodal rail operators 

in the UK in just twenty years. Already moving around 5,500 containers every week, the company has ambitious plans 
to grow much further. It’s a tall order and director John Bailey says it faces significant challenges.

• With potential for more than thirty new intermodal trains every week, Maritime’s familiar blue and white livery could 
soon be as prominent on the                     rails as it is on the roads of the UK. However, achieving that growth presents 
more questions than answers.                That hasn’t stopped the Company pressing ahead with plans to connect London 
with the North and Scotland,                              and several cross-country flows.

• Putting on trains is one thing.                             Putting in the infrastructure to handle them is an altogether more 
capital-intensive matter.                                       “Intermodal terminals are not cheap to build and not cheap to maintain”, 
John Bailey told an industry                                                                                                 
audience recently in Salford,                                                                                                
Greater Manchester,                                                                                                          
organised by the Rail Freight                                                                                                
Group, before hosting a visit                                                                                                
to the company’s facility at Trafford                                                                                        
Park. “The moral of the story is to                                                                                          
present to the rail freight industry more                                                                                    
often.”

• Bailey says that infrastructure is                                                                                           
both a challenge and an asset for                                                                                            the logistics 
industry. Noting the ongoing                                                                                                 
issue of road driver recruitment, he                                                                                         
said his company used its national                                                                                           
assets as a showcase. 
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U.S. Supply Snarls Ease as Truck Capacity Rebounds
• A gauge of supply chain pressure in the U.S. economy fell to the                                                             

lowest level since December 2020, as activity such as trucking                                                               
cools from elevated levels with few signs yet of a worrying                                                                  
collapse.

• The Logistics Managers Index dropped to 67.1 in May, the 2nd                                                                 
straight decline from a record of 76.2 reached in March. Faster                                                              
gains in warehouse and inventory costs offset slower moves in                                                                
transport prices. 

• “The logistics industry continues to expand, driven primarily by                                                             
strong growth in the inventory and warehousing metrics,”                                                                     
according to the survey-based report released Tuesday.

• The inventory growth rate slid for a third month from February’s all-time high, while transportation capacity expanded 
for a second month after contracting for much of the past two years in a tight trucking market.

• “We are still observing a healthy rate of growth in transportation, but one that pales in comparison to the 
unsustainable growth rates observed in 2021,” according to the report.

• With more trucking capacity came transportation costs that slumped to the lowest level since June 2020 while staying 
well within expansion mode, indicating that while prices are still increasing, “the intensity is much lower and is now 
approaching levels last seen two years ago.”

• “Fortunately, in a world of bottlenecks, transportation seems to be opening back up,” the report said, adding that the 
survey showed continued expectations for price increases over the next year.

• Warehousing and inventories “continue to grow at a similar pace to the one we have observed over the last 18 
months, with inventory levels that are “unseasonably high, packing warehouses to the gills and driving costs up for 
both inventory and warehousing.”

• Several academic institutions compile the LMI using a diffusion index where 50 is the dividing line between expansion 
and contraction.
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Insolvency Report Reveals Near-Term Supply Chain Challenges
• Corporate debt is on the rise, as global volatility, inflation and dwindling COVID-19 relief packages hit companies 

around the world.
• After several months of modest improvements, global supply chain pressures are rising along with costs and delivery 

times, according to a recent report from Atradius trade credit insurance.
• Here are the key trends identified by the report:

o A reversal of the previous decrease in insolvencies. The changing economic climate has created a widespread 
situation in which many supply chain-reliant firms have been unable to service their outstanding debts. In both 
the U.S. and most countries in Europe, insolvency has been considerably increasing. Following drops in 2020 
insolvencies (5%) and 2021 (34%), the trend has been reversed, having steeply increased by 70% thus far in 
2022. This recent increase has completely erased all improvements that occurred in the previous two years.

o Inflation continues to pose challenges. Inflation, which has been felt in nearly every country in the world, has 
made the recent wave of insolvencies particularly difficult to avoid. In the U.S., the year-over-year inflation rate 
was measured at 8.3% for April, slightly below where it was the month before (8.5%) but otherwise the highest 
it has been since the 1980s. In the United Kingdom, the inflation rate also reached a recent 40-year high, with 
officials reporting a year-over-year rate of 9%.

o The effects of some conflicts might be misattributed. While it’s clear that there are many underlying causes of 
the current rise in global insolvencies, it also appears that many sources of conflict have likely been overstated. 
Despite widespread media coverage and clear levels of brutality, the true effects of the Russian-Ukrainian 
conflict on global GDP are probably more limited than many observers would expect.

o Anomalies will resolve — eventually. Ultimately, the current reversal of insolvency trends and dramatic spikes 
in inflation can all be summarized in one word: anomalies. The COVID-19 pandemic unleashed a dramatic wave 
of seemingly once-in-a-lifetime events and responses, including incredibly high levels of government spending, 
structural lockdowns around the world, and sudden changes in consumer and worker behaviors. Once these 
anomalies are further resolved, insolvency rates should be expected to generally return to their pre-pandemic 
levels.
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Supply Chain Officers Must Face Five ‘Urgent’ Risk Areas, Gartner Says
• From nature to military operations, the ability to offset weaknesses against predators is a key survival strategy. 

Today’s supply chain leaders should take note.
• That was the opening message Monday at Gartner Inc.’s Supply Chain Symposium, where analyst Ken Chadwick called 

on attendees to prepare offset strategies for five “urgent challenges”: cognitive overload, customer experience, 
accelerating technology, cyber risk and energy instability.
o Cognitive Overload - The pandemic, its resulting supply chain disruptions, and the shift to remote and hybrid 

work models increased the complexity of work and changed collaboration and decision-making which made 
many employees feel overwhelmed. Instead of adding more complexity to the situation, supply chain leaders 
should aim to simplify how work is done.

o Customer Expectations - To offset rapidly evolving customer needs, supply chain leaders must shift from a 
“just-in-time” mindset that primarily focuses on internal cost and efficiency goals, to a “just-the-customer” 
mindset, focusing externally on customer needs. This will provide supply chains the opportunity to reposition 
its commercial contribution to the business to one that delivers optimization and drives business growth.

o Energy Instability - Disruptive events, such as the Texas ice storm in 2021, showed that relying on a singular 
supply of energy can cause failure. Humanities’ need to consume energy is also having an impact on the 
environment. One way for CSCOs to address this challenge is to enable distributed, sustainable energy 
management, where the power demand of factories, fleets and other parts of the value chain is supplied by a 
distributed network consisting of renewables, micro grids and battery storage.

o Technology Change - The biggest challenge facing supply chain leaders in the technology space is not 
necessarily the technology itself. It is embracing and adapting to new technologies and envisioning new ways of 
doing business. 

o Cyber Risk - Gartner research has found that over 80% of companies experienced a significant cybersecurity 
incident in the last two years. This development is driven by connected technology networks and cyber-physical 
systems, such as sensors and smart vehicles. Supply chain leaders can react to this evolving risk by partnering 
with the chief information security officer to build a cybersecurity framework.
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Supply Chain in Turmoil: The 5 Most Affected Industries
Grocery stores have struggled to stock their shelves, auto dealers have empty lots, and construction materials are at 
record high prices (though they are now moving back toward the median range). Whether it’s been driven by COVID-19, 
the war in Ukraine, or a natural catastrophe, the past few years have exposed vulnerabilities within the global supply 
chain that affect all aspects of the U.S. economy and its industries, with some being hit harder than others.

We are now seeing a “perfect storm” as inflation is accelerating due to labor and material shortages, which is reinforcing 
supply chain challenges. The persistence of the drivers, like varying pandemic approaches (for example, the recent 
shutdown in China where much of manufacturing is concentrated) and the ongoing war in Ukraine, mean these issues 
won’t be going away anytime soon.

The following five sectors have been impacted the most:
1. Manufacturing, wholesale, retail operations: These industries are deeply interconnected and are experiencing 

issues manifesting throughout the supply chain. In a recent survey by the National Association of Manufacturers, 
88% of respondents cited supply chain challenges as a primary business challenge in the first quarter of 2022.

2. Construction: We are experiencing a severe labor shortage in the construction industry, which is constraining 
project capacity and driving up labor costs. Material (lumber, steel, PVC) cost inflation and product delivery delays 
are also severe.

3. Hospitality/restaurants: Within this segment there remains variable demand and a historic lack of workers. Soaring 
food prices are a result of the supply chain issues, labor constraints and higher demand for at-home food since the 
start of the pandemic.

4. Energy: The war in Ukraine is disrupting global energy supplies and driving up prices. This affects the economics of 
the energy production industry. This is also felt by industries that rely on energy as an input (manufacturing, 
wholesale, retail, transportation).

5. Transportation: Ports are severely backlogged as global shipping volumes varied dramatically over the past two 
years. Border controls and mobility restrictions previously strained movement of goods globally. A dire shortage of 
commercial truckers was complicating the ability of companies to move .
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China lockdowns, Ukraine invasion slows air cargo recovery
• Banning Russian airlines such as AirBridgeCargo from European airspace has removed much freighter capacity from 

the Asia-Europe market, reports IHS Media.
• "As China has indicated that their zero-Covid strategy will persist until at least 2023, we have to assume problems 

will continue through to the end of the year," said Association of Asia Pacific Airlines director general Subhas 
Menon.

• "China's bottleneck is purely in the hands of the Chinese government," he said. "As they ease lockdowns and 
shutdowns, the constraints at manufacturing bases and ports will ease. Flights can resume and relieve the shipping 
congestion."

• International Air Transport Association (IATA) director general Willie Walsh, said capacity cuts from China's zero-
Covid policy, combined with labour shortages, had led to a drop in April's global air cargo demand of 11.2 per cent 
year over year and a two per cent drop in capacity, with most of that contraction recorded in Asia.

• "The combination of the war in Ukraine and Covid lockdowns in China have pushed up energy costs, intensified 
supply chain disruptions and fed inflation," Mr Walsh said. "The operating environment is challenging for all 
businesses, including air cargo."

• Shawn Richard, vice president of global air freight at SEKO Logistics, said airlines were slowly coming back to serve 
the Asia region and transpacific rates have "cooled off", which suggested a softening of demand.

• Russia's war in Ukraine is having a particularly negative impact on the Asia-Europe air cargo trade lane. Western 
airlines can no longer fly over Russia, which adds transit time when jet fuel prices are at record highs. And Russian 
airlines such as AirBridgeCargo cannot operate outside the country, removing significant freighter capacity from the 
market.

• "The conflict in Ukraine is going on indefinitely, which imposes payload restrictions and additional fuel and 
operational costs on airlines on the trunk corridors," said Mr Menon.

• Ukraine operated a number of giant freight transport aircraft, which have now been removed from international air 
service. These were deployed primarily on routes where abnormal loads and ultra-heavy cargo freight was moved 
around the globe.
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Ports of Auckland ends automation project
• Ports of Auckland today announced that in the best interests of the company, its stakeholders, and the New 

Zealand supply chain, it has decided to end the automation of the Fergusson Container Terminal.
• Ports of Auckland Board Chair Jan Dawson said, "We have made this decision after careful consideration of the 

current status of the project, advice from independent experts, and the work required to achieve full terminal 
automation."

• "Our review indicated that despite the best efforts of our team and our supplier, the project is experiencing 
continuing delays to full terminal roll out, the system is not performing to expectations, and we do not have 
confidence in the projected timeline or cost to completion."

• "With these uncertainties and the need to transform the Port's performance, the Board has determined the best 
course of action is to cease automation of the Container Terminal.“

Uber dramatically expands range of food delivery
• Uber is taking a national approach to what has traditionally been a local service.
• The Uber Eats on-demand delivery subsidiary of Uber is now offering a new                                                       

nationwide shipping option. With nationwide shipping, consumers across the U.S.                                              
can order food items from select retailers in New York City, Miami, and Los Angeles                                          
(with more cities to come soon) via the Uber Eats app.

• According to Uber, during the past few years, especially during the two years of                                             
COVID-19 restrictions which decreased travel, consumers have been asking for the                                                
ability to have specialty food items from far-off locations delivered to their home.                                            
Retailers have also been requesting the ability to diversify their delivery offerings                                        
and reach new consumers.

• Customers can confirm their order by viewing their cart and going to checkout, where they review their order 
details and place the order. Soon after placing an order, customers will receive an email with tracking information 
from FedEx, its nationwide delivery carrier partner.
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Port of Vancouver is the world's 3rd worst port for efficiency and performance
• The severity of the bottleneck that persists at Canada’s Pacific Gateway is reflected in a new report by the World 

Bank that ranks the performance of major ports around the world.
• Out of 370 ports around the globe, the Port of Vancouver is ranked at 368th — or the world’s third worst port.
• In fact, the Container Port Performance Index, based on 2021’s data, created two separate rankings — the 

administrative approach, and the statistical approach — to account for varying considerations and factors in 
determining performance.

• In both the administrative and statistical rankings, the Port of Vancouver ranked 368th. In comparison, Prince Rupert 
in northern British Columbia is 344th in the administrative ranking, and 339th in the statistical ranking.

• To the south, Seattle is 336th in the administrative ranking and 322nd in the statistical ranking, while Tacoma is 
345th in the administrative ranking and 341st in the statistical ranking.

• But Vancouver shares much more commonality with the ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles, which are 369th and 
370th in the administrative ranking, respectively. In the statistical ranking, both Californian ports switch spots for the 
title of the world’s worst port.

• These West Coast ports are the main trade linkages for Canada and the United States to the manufacturing hubs of 
Asia, with Vancouver being Canada’s primary gateway                                                                          
to the Asian market.

• The major ports on the West Coast of North America                                                                           
have particularly struggled from keeping up with the                                                                         
unprecedented surge in consumer demand triggered                                                                             
by the pandemic’s initial economic impacts and the                                                                           
brisk economic recovery that followed.

• Vancouver’s port facilities were particularly impacted by                                                                    
extreme weather events of late 2021, 

• Trucking protests earlier this year also had an impact.
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US west coast dock talks focus of on extending hours of work
• US west coast dockers, now in contract talks, are discussing whether waterfront business should start at 6am, 

according to the president of terminal operator SSA Containers. 
• Extended hours has the backing of truckers who say it would add an hour to what they consider the most 

productive time of the day, reports IHS Media.
• Ed DeNike, president of SSA Containers, said it is just a matter of working out the details during contract 

negotiations in San Francisco between the International Longshore & Warehouse Union (ILWU) and the Pacific 
Maritime Association (PMA).

• "It's not possible under the current contract. We can flex at 7am. Maybe there's a chance to flex at 6am," he said. 
SSA Marine operates container terminals in Seattle, Oakland and Long Beach.

• Harbour truckers say getting earlier access each day to containers would fit in nicely with their schedules. 
• Said Harbour Trucking Association CEO Matt Schrap: "The expanded hours would definitely help. We've wanted this 

for some time."
• The long-standing work shifts, as specified in the current coastwide contract that expires July 1, are 8am to 5 pm, 

6pm to 3am, and 3 am to 8am. The contract also allows terminals to "flex" the start times one hour early, but not 
by two hours. Longshoremen by contract provisions earn overtime pay whenever they start early.

• Warehouses and truckers say the early-morning hours fit best into their operations. "The earlier the better," said 
Scott Weiss, vice president technical sales at Performance Team, which operates warehouses throughout the US.

• To open 6am means running a shift from 3 to 8am, which is costly as dockers would be paid for eight hours for five 
hours of work. The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, at the urging of the White House port productivity task 
force, have experimented sporadically with 3 to 8am shifts since last autumn.

• Terminals say 3 to 8am shifts generate little, if any, truck traffic because most warehouses in southern California do 
not operate on a 24/7 basis. 

• Mr Schrap said that in order to make the 6am gates truly beneficial for truckers, all 12 container terminals in Los 
Angeles-Long Beach should open at that time so drivers can build those gates hours into their schedules. "The most 
important thing is consistency throughout the harbour," he said.
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FMC approves US$2 million penalty against Hapag-Lloyd
The Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) has fined German shipping giant Hapag-Lloyd US$2 million over its detention 
and demurrage practices, reports the American Journal of Transportation.

Long Beach port chief doesn't see labour deal by July 1
• Port of Long Beach executive director Mario Cordero doesn't see talks over new labour contract for 22,000 dockers 

at 29 west coast operations reaching a settlement by a July 1 deadline, reports Bloomberg.
• "I have confidence that the two parties know what's at stake here," said Mr Cordero. "They will resolve their 

differences within a reasonable time. But it's not going to be before July 1. I think we may be looking to a couple of 
months thereafter. On that, I'm optimistic."

• Talks to work out the new labour contract started May 10. 

Biden calls on Congress to crack down on ocean carriers
• US President Biden has called on Congress to crack down on ocean carriers who he feels are responsible for raising 

shipping costs, reports Ventura, California's gCaptain.
• "One of the reasons prices have gone up is because a handful of companies who control the market have raised 

shipping prices by as much as 1,000 per cent. It's outrageous - and I'm calling on Congress to crack down on them," 
said Mr Biden.

• "We've got to change this. I asked the Congress to pass a piece of legislation to remedy this," said Mr Biden.

Port commences US$1 billion Houston ship channel expansion
• The Port of Houston and US Army Corps of Engineers have launched a US$1 billion expansion of the Houston Ship 

Channel, reports Ventura, California's gCaptain.
• The two organizations described it as a "generation-defining project" for one of the nation's busiest waterways.
• Officially known as "Project 11", the project will widen and deepen the Houston Ship Channel to accommodate 

bigger ships. Legal requirements in place require two lanes in all ports for vessels to move past one another.
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Delays lead to US$ 5 to 10 billion losses to shippers
• Danish maritime data analysis company, Sea-Intelligence has measured schedule reliability from the perspective 

of the cargo being moved. In the first phase, the analysts calculated what share of global trade was being moved 
on the deep-sea trades that are covered in its Global Liner Performance report and then calculated the share of 
cargo that was being shipped late.

• "Before the pandemic, the baseline level was roughly 20%, increasing to 70% of the cargo arriving late in the past 
few months," noted the analysts, who then calculated the number of TEU*Days lost due to late arrivals.

• The pre-pandemic baseline was an average of 8 million TEU*Days lost to delays each month. In January 2022, this 
increased to almost 70 million TEU*Days, before dropping in March 2022 to 57 million TEU*Days, according to 
the study.

• "To place this measure into context, it can be argued that the loss                                                          
of 31 TEU*days in January is the same as having an “inventory” of                                                            
1 TEU of cargo just standing idle for the full month," said Alan                                                             
Murphy, CEO of Sea-Intelligence, who explained that "Using this                                                                 
definition of 'inventory', the pre-pandemic normal is a permanent                                                               
inventory of 260,000 TEU globally, due to cargo delays. This spiked,                                                         
due to the current supply chain delays, to a present level of 1.8                                                            
million TEU of inventory.“

• Having an inventory equals additional supply chain costs and the                                                             
cost of inventory depends on the value of the cargo in the container,                                                        
as well as the interest rate a company assigns to their inventory                                                            
value (Internal Rate of Return, IRR), according to the Sea-Intelligence                                                         
report.

• "There is of course a very wide-spread in the value of the cargo, but a reasonable global standard benchmark is 
US$40,000 per TEU," noted the analysts in their study. We have made two calculations, one for an IRR of 5% and 
one for an IRR of 10%," said Murphy.
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POLB is ready for summertime container surge
• Port of Long Beach reported the second busiest month in its history, handling more than 890,000 TEU in May.
• However, this figure represents a 1.8% decline from May 2021, which remains the port's busiest month in its 111-

year history.
• In particular, imports reached 436,977 TEU and exports were 118,234 TEU, while empty containers moved through 

the Port were 335,778 TEU.
• “We are moving an extraordinary amount of cargo and continue to work with industry partners to quickly move 

imports and empties off the docks,” said Port of Long Beach executive director, Mario Cordero, who pointed out that 
POLB is “ready for the traditional summertime surge to coincide with China’s recovery from a lengthy lockdown.”

• The Californian port has moved 4,172,366 TEU in the first five months of 2022, which translates to an increase of 
3.5% from the same period in 2021.

Container shipments into the U.S.
• Container shipments into the U.S. hit a new all-time high in May 2022, making the task of managing supply chain risk 

much more complicated to navigate. The surge was fueled by continued strong consumer spending and a positive 
U.S. economic outlook for the second quarter, which combined to allay concerns about the potentially damaging 
ripple effects of high inflation, COVID lockdowns in China and the Russia-Ukraine war in Europe.

• The June update of the logistics metrics Descartes is tracking continues to                                                  
point to congestion and challenging global supply chain performance for                                                      
the rest of 2022. For shippers and their logistics providers still looking for                                               
the elusive turning point for the world’s supply chains, the light at the end                                                
of the tunnel remains a long way off.

• May U.S. container import volumes from China were up 5.4% y-o-y as                                                              
COVID lockdowns eased especially in Shanghai. Compared with May 2021,                                                        
however, volumes were down 2.1%, highlighting the effects of the China                                                       
lockdowns. 
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JIT arrivals can reduce container ships’ fuel consumption by 14% per voyage
• Just In Time (JIT) arrivals can lead container vessels to reduce fuel consumption and resulting carbon dioxide 

emissions by 14% on a per voyage basis, according to a new study undertaken by MarineTraffic and Energy and 
Environmental Research Associates (EERA).

• The report showed that JIT arrivals allow ships to optimize speed during their voyage to arrive in port when berth, 
fairway and nautical services are available.

• According to the study, commissioned by the IMO-Norway GreenVoyage2050’s Global Industry Alliance to Support 
Low Carbon Shipping (Low Carbon GIA), JIT is a tool that can contribute to a ship attaining its required carbon 
intensity indicator (CII) and associated CII rating in accordance with IMO’s short-term GHG reduction measure, which 
will enter into force later this year.

• Using Automatic Identification System (AIS) data from the pre-pandemic calendar year 2019, the impact of JIT on 
fuel consumption and emissions was assessed by optimizing all voyages in three scenarios:

1. Over the entire voyage,  
2. Over the last 24 hrs, and  
3. Over the last 12 hrs.

• The results show that while optimizing speed over the entire duration of a voyage offers the greatest saving 
opportunity (displaying a mean fuel saving per voyage of 14.16%), there were benefits in all scenarios with savings of 
5.90% (24 hrs scenario) and 4.23% (12 hrs scenario), respectively. This indicates that implementing JIT over the last 
12 hours of a voyage can already greatly contribute to fuels and emissions savings.

• "The study underlines that while we work to accelerate and scale the availability of the future green fuels, in the 
short-term significant emissions reductions can be achieved by bringing vessels, terminals and ports together to 
exchange standardized data and facilitate Just In Time arrivals," said Capt. Andreas M. van der Wurff, port 
optimization manager at A.P. Moller-Maersk and chair of the Low Carbon GIA Ship-Port Interface workstream.

• The Low Carbon GIA is a public-private partnership with the aim to develop innovative solutions to address common 
barriers to decarbonizing the shipping sector. It was established in 2017 under the framework of the GEF-UNDP-IMO 
GloMEEP Project and now continues to operate under the framework of IMO-Norway GreenVoyage2050 Project.
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Coca-Cola, Jack Daniel’s Set to Launch RTD Cocktail
• Jack Daniel’s & Coca-Cola RTD cocktail will be made with                                                                        

Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey and Coca-Cola and will                                                                          
be available in markets around the world, with initial                                                                       
launch planned for Mexico in late 2022. A zero-sugar                                                                            
version of the beverage will also be available.

• Lawson Whiting, CEO and President of Brown-Forman,                                                                              
said, "Brown-Forman has been a leader in the                                                                                    
ready-to-drink category since we launched our first Jack                                                                        
Daniel's RTD more than 30 years ago. Coca-Cola perfectly                                                                        
complements Jack Daniel's and our existing RTD offerings,                                                                    
enabling us to accelerate expansion and continue to grow                                                                     
our business around the world.“

• “This relationship brings together two classic American icons to deliver consumers a taste experience they love in a 
way that is consistent, convenient, and portable,” said Whiting. “Brown-Forman has been a leader in the ready-to-
drink category since we launched our first Jack Daniel’s RTD more than 30 years ago. Coca-Cola perfectly 
complements Jack Daniel’s and our existing RTD offerings, enabling us to accelerate expansion and continue to grow 
our business around the world.”

• The global benchmark for alcohol beverage volume (ABV) is 5% but will vary depending on the market.
• “We keep consumers at the center of everything we do as we continue to develop our portfolio as a total beverage 

company, and that includes new products with our iconic Coca-Cola brand,” said The Coca Cola Co.’s CEO James 
Quincey. “We are excited about our new relationship with Brown-Forman and look forward to the introduction of 
Jack Daniel’s & Coca-Cola.“

• For The Coca-Cola Co., the launch represents the company’s latest foray into the world of alcohol. The group has 
partnered with Molson Coors Beverage Co to release a Topo Chico Hard Seltzer and has also experimented with 
alcoholic soft drinks including a hard Lemonade in Japan.
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Covid-19 cases rise in China, as ‘ferocious’ Beijing bar cluster and Inner Mongolia trigger worries
• Countrywide tally rose to 196 from 138 on Saturday, National Health Commission says
• Beijing bar cluster has spread to all but two districts, as cases keep rising in locked down Inner Mongolian border city
• China reported an uptick in Covid-19 cases on Sunday, as the capital Beijing battled a resurgence in infections and a 

border prefecture in Inner Mongolia became the new epicentre of its latest wave.
• The countrywide daily Covid-19 tally rose to 196, from 138 the previous day, according to the National Health 

Commission. Of these, 122 were confirmed cases, and the rest asymptomatic – which China counts separately.
• This came as Beijing, just a week after resuming dine-in services, once again tightened containment measures as it 

faced a new cluster linked to a bar in Sanlitun – an area of Chaoyang district known for its nightlife.
• The city reported 33 new confirmed cases as of 3pm on Sunday, after logging 34 confirmed and 31 asymptomatic 

infections the previous day.
• The bar cluster has so far been linked to 166 cases, spreading across 14 of the city's 16 districts since Thursday. 

Officials warned of more to come among both patrons and close contacts.
• "The bar cluster is explosive," Beijing municipal government spokesman Xu Hejian said on Sunday. "We are facing 

more difficulties in containing this than the previous wave and the cluster at the Xinfadi wholesale market in 2020. 
Risks of further spread still persist."

• The city has announced three days of mass testing from Monday in Chaoyang district.
• Xu said efforts were needed to prevent any "new pandemic amplifier" that may lead to a further worsening of the 

outbreak, and to cut transmission chains as soon as possible.
• The national capital has postponed a series of reopening plans in the face of the resurgence in cases, including that 

of the Universal Beijing Resort, which had planned to reopen next Wednesday after being closed since late May.
• Meanwhile, the northern border province of Inner Mongolia reported 78 new confirmed and eight asymptomatic 

cases, with its worst-affected city placed under lockdown.
• The outbreak in Inner Mongolia has been centred on the city of Erenhot, bordering Mongolia to the north and 

hosting the only railway port between the two countries.
• The city reported 409 infections in the past nine days and has been placed under strict lockdown.
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CDC urges clinicians to look for wide range of monkeypox symptoms
• The CDC is encouraging clinicians to look out for a broad range of symptoms that might be signs of a monkeypox 

infection as the national case tally grows, Politico reported June 10. 
• At present, the CDC's website lists fever, headache, muscle aches, backache, swollen lymph nodes, chills, exhaustion 

and rashes or lesions as key monkeypox symptoms. Some people are also experiencing proctitis, a painful 
inflammation of the rectum lining, according to Jennifer McQuiston, incident manager and deputy director of the 
CDC's division of high consequence pathogens and pathology.

• "We are definitely working to expand information to clinicians, so that they know if additional symptoms should 
trigger thoughts of monkeypox," she said during a June 10 media briefing.

• The agency also clarified that monkeypox cannot be spread via airborne transmission like SARS-CoV-2, the virus that 
causes COVID-19. The clarification came after the CDC issued and then a week later retracted a recommendation this 
week that travelers wear masks as a precaution against monkeypox. The virus can be spread via saliva droplets or 
respiratory secretions at close range but not by aerosols that can travel long distances in the air, the agency said. 

• The CDC has reported 49 monkeypox cases in 14 states and the District of Columbia, as of June 10. Globally, more 
than 1,000 people have been affected in the outbreak.

Mark Cuban's pharmacy adds 87 drugs
• The Mark Cuban Cost Plus Drug Co. has added 87 generic drugs to its product list, the company said in a June 2 

Facebook post.
• Sildenafil and tadalafil, the generic forms of the popular erectile dysfunction drugs Viagra and Cialis, are among the 

most recently added medications.
• The pharmacy has regularly added low-cost versions of common generic drugs to its product list this year, rapidly 

growing from offering about 250 medications in late April to more than 700 as of early June. 
• "We are continuously working to add new drugs as quickly as possible," the pharmacy said in a May 20 tweet.
• As the company has continued to grow and get better prices from its suppliers, it also has launched "Price Drop 

Fridays," in which it shares new lower prices for various medicines each week. 
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Pineapple compound could potentially be anti-SARS-CoV-2 agent
• In a recent study, scientists demonstrated that the pineapple-derived jacalin-related lectin (AcmJRL/AnLec) could be 

an anti-severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) agent.
• With approximately 529 million global SARS-CoV-2 cases identified to date, the current CoV disease 2019 (Covid-

19) pandemic has emerged as one of the substantially challenging global health risks. Complementary to COVID-19 
vaccines, innovative medications have been the topic of studies and development. SARS-CoV-2's highly glycosylated 
spike (S) protein is a primary focus for antiviral medicines since it aids in infection.

• The AcmJRL is found in substantial amounts in the drug bromelain and is known to attach mannosides. Further, an 
Ananas comosus (pineapple) stem extract, bromelain, is an authorized fibrinolytic, anti-inflammatory, and anti-
edematous agent used to treat trauma-triggered swelling.

Comment – In Southern Italy, the region with one of the lowest rates of heart attack, locals try to eat as much 
pineapple as they can after meals. It is viewed as being an integral element of their Mediterranean diet.

Pineapple extract may help treat Alzheimer's disease
• An extract derived from pineapple stem may potentially improve the symptoms of Alzheimer's disease. Alzheimer's 

is a neurodegenerative disease generally characterized by gradual memory loss due to increased levels of amyloid-
beta protein in the brain. Researchers at Lovely Professional University in Phagwara, Punjab noted that the current 
treatment is not effective in managing the long-term effects of Alzheimer's disease on patients' quality of life.

• The study, recently published in the journal NeuroToxicology, found that the compound bromelain could improve 
Alzheimer's disease-related behavior symptoms in mice. The behavior symptoms were supported by the results of 
biochemical and histopathological -- microscopic examination of tissue -- studies, the researchers said.

• Biochemical studies included evaluation of activity of acetylcholinesterase, an enzyme that regulates 
neurotransmission and antioxidant parameters in mice brains which were significantly improved by the treatment 
with bromelain. "The histopathological analysis also suggested amelioration of structures of mouse brain neurons 
by treatment with bromelain. All these results suggested the possible potential of bromelain for the treatment of 
Alzheimer's disease,'' said study author Navneet Khurana, Professor at the School of Pharmaceutical Science, LPU.
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Cybersecurity Investment Up, But Preparedness Remains Inconsistent
• A research report from Moody’s Investors Service observes organizations tend to have upped their cybersecurity 

investments, but additional spending is not leading to better outcomes or more thorough defensive perimeters.
• “Basic” cybersecurity investment up, companies still hesitant to spend on “robust” systems
• Cybersecurity governance appears to be on the upswing along with general spending, with the majority of 

organizations now having security management and executives directly interface about IT defenses and 
remediation plans. However, there are some shortfalls in this arrangement. Communication is better in some 
organizations than in others, and in many cases stakeholders are being cut out of the loop with cyber episodes 
reported to boards of directors twice as often as they are to the public.

• The data shows that the closer the reporting structure between cyber managers and executives, the more 
cybersecurity investment tends to occur. Investment in advanced defenses also correlates with the presence of 
relevant cyber expertise on the board of directors. And the presence of defined cyber objectives in a CEO’s 
compensation package correlates with tightened reporting structures. But despite these relationships, the actual 
role and importance of a cyber manager varies greatly from company to company.

• 93% of all organizations have a cyber manager, and in some specific industries as high as 98%, but only about 50 to 
70% of these are reporting directly to the C-suite. Even fewer (33% to 59%) report directly to CEOs. The survey sees 
most organizations having cyber managers report to CIOs or CTOs instead, which would seem a natural 
arrangement; however, it finds that this can also create certain conflicts of interest. CIOs and CTOs are beholden to 
budget concerns just as much as they are security in many organizations, and situations in which a more generalist 
CSO is in charge of all security can mean that there is less technical expertise at the executive end of this equation.

• While there is clearly an increase in cybersecurity investment across the board, it is tilted toward basic defensive 
measures: vulnerability scans, development of incident response plans, implementation of organization-wide multi-
factor authentication, weekly backup systems and regular cyber risk assessments. None of these are bad things, but 
there is a tendency for most sectors to ignore advanced methods, with some particular standouts. The public sector 
lags all other organizations in nearly every method that was surveyed, and extremely few (only about 10%) make 
use of penetration testing. The financial services industry is the best by far about adopting advanced defenses.
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The Renewable Energy Age
• Awareness around climate change is shaping the future of the global 

economy in several ways.
• Governments are planning how to reduce emissions, investors are 

scrutinizing companies’ environmental performance, and consumers 
are becoming conscious of their carbon footprints. But no matter the 
stakeholder, energy generation and consumption from fossil fuels is 
one of the biggest contributors to emissions.

• Therefore, renewable energy sources have never been more top-of-
mind than they are today.

• Renewable energy technologies harness the power of the sun, wind, 
and heat from the Earth’s core, and then transforms it into usable 
forms of energy like heat, electricity, and fuel.

• The above infographic uses data from Lazard, Ember, and other sources 
to outline everything you need to know about the five key types of 
renewable energy:

Energy Source

% of 2021 Global 

Electricity Generation

Avg. levelized cost of 

energy per MWh

Hydro  15.30% $64

Wind 6.60% $38

Solar  3.70% $36

Biomass  2.30% $114

Geothermal  <1% $75
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The World’s Biggest Wind Turbines
• Since the early 2000s, wind turbines have grown in 

size—in both height and blade lengths—to generate 
more energy per unit.

• Today, the tallest turbines can reach over 200 meters 
(650 ft) in height and cost more than $12 million to 
manufacture and install.

• The above infographic uses data compiled from 
company portfolios to showcase the biggest wind 
turbines currently being developed and to put these 
huge structures into perspective.

• The biggest turbines are all located over water. The so-
called offshore turbines can be taller than those 
onshore, which means they can harness more wind 
energy and produce more electricity.

• MingYang Smart Energy, a Chinese wind turbine 
manufacturer, is in the process of building the biggest 
wind turbine so far.
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Cavit 
Cabernet 
Sauvignon

Decoy 
Sonoma 
Valley 

Zinfandel

Pedregoso 
Pinot Noir 

Gran Reserva

Château 
Jalousie 
Beaulieu 
Bordeaux 
Supérieur

Meiomi 
Pinot 
Noir

H3 
Merlot

19 Crimes 
The Banished 

Dark Red

Teliani Valley 
Kindzmarauli

Catena 
Malbec

Goose Ridge 
G3 Cabernet 

Sauvignon

Tait The 
Ball 

Buster
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• As the post-pandemic recovery chugs along, the global 
economy is set to see major changes in the coming 
decades. Most significantly, China is forecast to pass the 
United States to become the largest economy globally.

• The world’s economic center has long been drifting from 
Europe and North America over to Asia. This global shift 
was kickstarted by lowered trade barriers and greater 
economic freedom, which attracted foreign direct 
investment. Another major driving factor was 
improvement in infrastructure and communications, and 
a general increase in economic complexity in the region.

• Our visualization uses data from the 13th edition of 
World Economic League Table 2022, a forecast published 
by the Center for Economics and Business Research.

• India is expected to become the third largest country in 
terms of GDP with $10.8 trillion projected in 2031.

• By the year 2031, there will be major changes in the 
global economic power rankings.

• As said before: China will have become the world’s 
largest economy in terms of GDP and India will be the 
world’s third largest economy. Let’s also take a look at 
the top 10 economies by 2031.

• Out of the top five economies, three are in Asia: China, 
India, and Japan—a demonstration of how economic 
power is shifting towards large Asian population centers.
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